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Historic Earthquake - Tsunami in Japan and its
Nuclear Repercussions
Notes From the CEO

Why There is Little to Fear with an Expansion of the US Nuclear
Industry
Don Gillispie
AEHI CEO
March 15, 2011
The recent natural disaster, which has now reached historic proportions in
Japan, is very saddening and our thoughts and prayers go out to those
people who have been affected by this horrible tragedy.
Much has been discussed concerning the destruction the massive tsunami
caused to thousands of people in Tokyo and subsequently to the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear power plant. People are worried about how the damage
could continue to affect residents and how it could change the future of the
nuclear industry in the United States.
Before discussing how it could affect the industry and by extension, AEHI, it
is important to understand the background of the event and how the plant
was initially affected.

Greetings,
It is with a great deal of
sadness in my heart that I
write this message, as like
many of you, I have been
following the events in Japan
with great interest.
My greatest concern right now
is for the people who have
been affected by the tsunami,
which has taken the lives of
thousands of people. My
prayers certainly go out to
them and their families, many
who are sharing in this
horrible tragedy on a very
personal level.
Of course I have also kept a
close eye on the events
related to the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear power plant.

When the earthquake happened off the coast of Japan, as a precautionary
measure the reactors at Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant immediately
shutdown and resorted to backup diesel generators to maintain reactor
cooling. The earthquake was later followed by a massive tsunami that
flooded the plant, including the diesel generators. Ocean water then leaked
into the fuel of the generators, causing them to shut down.
Engineers quickly moved to cooling the reactors with ocean water, which
averted serious damage. During that process, hydrogen was created, which
vented from the containment to reduce pressure, but then filled the
industrial building that surrounds the reactor. While encapsulated, the
hydrogen ignited and exploded, which destroyed the outside buildings of
the reactors, but not the reactor containment. The primary containment
and reactor vessels remain intact.
To date, any radiation leaked from the plant has been minimal and has not
reached levels that would harm humans. This has been reported by a
variety of credible industry sources like the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), and Japanese nuclear
safety authorities, just to name a few. In fact the levels are similar to what
you might find in a medical x-ray and with every passing day the reactors
should continue to cool until little to no threat remains.
Should this unfortunate event be used as an excuse to limit the ongoing
expansion of the nuclear industry in the United States? In our professional
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This is a facilty I know very
well, having worked in and
operated a very similar facility
at the Pilgrim Nuclear Power
Station. I understand how
this facility works and what is
being done to mitigate any
potential harm to the public.
With that knowledge, I can
tell you that to a large degree
the safety measures are
working as planned.
Despite a media backlash that
has in many ways surpassed
that of Three Mile Island, it is
good to see that some
sources are reporting the
facts. I now read that any
radiation has remained at or
below safe levels and is
decreasing as the reactors
continue to cool. It is a very
good sign that this event is
subsiding with minimal
damage, no loss of life and a
very small chance of negative
health effects.
Many of you have called or
emailed our office, asking for
comments as to how this
event could affect the
company and our plans to
build a nuclear power plant.
It is why I decided to send
this newsletter. I hope that
through reading it carefully,
you will come to a better
understanding of the issue
and why I believe it should
not stop our plans from
moving forward.
My best to you and your
families.
God Bless,

Don Gillispie, AEHI CEO

Interesting Facts
Nuclear Power Reactors
· Nationally: 104
· Globally: 439 in 31 countries
· In Idaho: 50 at one point
now down to several at INL in
Idaho Falls
· Being built: 48 in 15
countries
· Proposed: Over 1,000 in 65
countries
· Most per capita: France 59
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opinion and in the opinion of many nuclear experts, the answer is a
resounding NO! Nuclear experts across the globe, officials with the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and a variety of high-ranking politicians,
including President Barack Obama, have made public statements that
indicate this incident will not halt nuclear expansion in this country.
However, we will learn from the events as is common practice in the
nuclear industry.
The reason for those statements is a very fundamental one - the problems
caused by an earthquake that resulted in a tsunami have already been
addressed with new advanced reactors and through current U.S. rules and
regulations of the nuclear industry.
Some of these more pertinent improvements include:
1. Blackout rules: Nuclear power plants in the United States must have
the ability to cool its reactors without any access to external power for a
period of time, which is usually the amount of time it takes to reduce the
reactor to a safe temperature and pressure. Most advanced plant designs
have a passive cooling system, which works on gravity, essentially feeding
water to the reactor through a gravitational pull until it is cooled. Also,
many have double-walled primary containments and even more redundant
safety systems than first generation plants like those affected in Japan.
2. Seismic siting: Under current regulations it is impossible to build a
nuclear power plant on a site that has a good chance of earthquakes. It is
the specific reason AEHI's current site was chosen over many others. The
chance of any large-scale or even medium-scale quake is extremely
remote, as the site in Payette County, Idaho is geologically sound.
3. Building inland: It is not regulation, but most of the nuclear power
plants in the United States do not exist next to the ocean and of those that
do are unlikely to ever experience a 20-foot-plus tsunami, if any. Despite
that fact, most plants are built inland, which will also be true of the
proposed plant in Idaho - nowhere near the ocean, with no chance of a
tsunami.
These are only a small sampling of the safety measures currently built into
any new advanced reactor, which includes both third-generation and thirdgeneration-plus models currently being deployed.
It is critical to remember that the plant in Japan is old. It is a first
generation reactor that maintained a small percentage of the safety
features compared to today's advanced reactors. It is no different than
comparing safety features of a 1908 Model T to those of a 2011 Ford
Explorer. And yet no one would suggest we should stop driving because a
car built more than 100 years ago didn't have enough safety features.
It is the very reason the Fukushima Daiichi plant, and the natural disaster
that caused its malfunction, should not hinder the advancement of a power
source that has been proven clean, effective and safe. It is important to
note; western-designed commercial nuclear light water power reactors still
have a flawless safety reactor regarding death or significant injury from
radiation.
Based on those specific achievements, hopefully countries that recently
decided to shutdown existing plants or stop new advanced plant
construction, as result of this natural disaster, would rethink such hasty
decisions.

The results of such decision could destroy ways of life, industries and global
economies based on what may end up being a multi-century event. In the
end, an event that still proves nuclear power is among the safest methods
of providing large amounts of base load power.

About Alternate Energy Holdings, Inc. (http://www.AlternateEnergyHoldings.com) --
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AEHI on the Web
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Green World Water™
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Alternate Energy Holdings develops and markets innovative clean energy sources. The
company is the nation's only independent nuclear power plant developer seeking to build new
power plants in multiple non-nuclear states. Other projects include Energy Neutral(TM), which
removes energy demands from homes and businesses (http://www.EnergyNeutralinc.com)
Colorado Energy Park (nuclear and solar generation), and Green World Water(TM), which
assists developing countries with nuclear reactors for power generation
(http://www.GreenWorld-H2O.com), production of potable water and other suitable
applications. AEHI China, headquartered in Beijing, develops joint ventures to produce
nuclear plant components and consults on nuclear power.
This newsletter may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of
the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, as amended. The words "believe," "expect," "anticipate," "project," "target," "optimistic,"
"intend," "aim," "will" or similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking
statements. Such statements include, among others, those concerning our expected financial
performance and strategic and operational plans, as well as all assumptions, expectations,
predictions, intentions or beliefs about future events, including our ability to list on a national
securities exchange. These statements are based on the beliefs of our management as well
as assumptions made by and information currently available to us and reflect our current view
concerning future events. As such, they are subject to risks and uncertainties that could
cause our results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking
statements. Such risks and uncertainties include, among many others: our significant
operating losses; our limited operating history; uncertainty of capital resources; the
speculative nature of our business; our ability to successfully implement new strategies;
present and possible future governmental regulations; operating hazards; competition; the
loss of key personnel; any of the factors in the "Risk Factors" section of our Annual Report on
Form 10-K for the most recently completed fiscal year; and any statements of assumptions
underlying any of the foregoing. You should also carefully review the reports that we file with
the SEC. We assume no obligation, and do not intend, to update these forward-looking
statements, except as required by law.
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